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The Two-Micron Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS) Pointing/Tracking Study was performed by the
Space & Technology Division, Space and Electronic Group of TRW for NASA LaRC under Contract No. NASI-
19291, MSOA Task No. 15. The period of performance of the study was from 1 January 1994 to 4 November 1994.
The objective of the study was to identify and model major sources of short-term pointing jitter for a free-flying,
full performance 211mLAWS system and evaluate the impact of the short-term jitter on wind-measurement
performance. A fast steering mirror controls system was designed for the short-term jitter compensation. The
performance analysis showed that the short-term jitter performance of the controls system over the 5.2 msec
round-trip time for a realistic spacecraft environment was = 0.3 Ilrad, rms, within the specified value of < 0.5 prad,
rms, derived in the 21_mLAWS System Study (6 October 1993).
Our approach was to develop a conceptual, yet detailed, structural and dynamics model for the 2Hm LAWS
instrument based on the results of the 2 llm LAWS System Study. As in the System Study, the basic optical
form, including active beam jitter stabilization, proposed in the GE Phase II LAWS Study Final Report was
assumed. The payload model was then merged with an existing spacecraft bus dynamics model for a TRW
UAB-940 satellite and a modal analysis run out to 100 Hz. The full-performance 2 Hm solid-state LAWS
payload/AB-940 bus system is compatible with a Delta-class launch vehicle.
Disturbance models were defined for 1) the Bearing and Power Transfer Assembly (BAPTA) scan bearing, 2) the
spacecraft reaction wheel torques, and 3) the solar array drive torques. The scan bearing disturbance was found
to be the greatest contributing noise source to the jitter performance. Disturbances from the fast steering mirror
reaction torques and a boom-mounted cross-link antenna clocking were also considered but were judged to be
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Executive Summary (con't)
small compared to the three principal disturbance sources above and were not included in the final controls
analysis.
A fast steering mirror controls architecture was defined and loop parameters were defined to compensate for the
line-of-sight pointing jitter induced by structural displacements excited by the three principal disturbance
sources. The control loop design reduced the short-term X-axis open loop jitter over the 5.2 msec pulse round-trip
time from an rms value of =2.4 I_rad to = 0.2 I_rad when the loop was closed. The Y-axis jitter, both open and
closed loop was found to be less than the short-term jitter about the X-axis. The Y-axis open-loop rms jitter was
= 0.5 l.trad, and the residual short-term rms jitter when the FSM loop was closed was = 0.2 Ilrad. The RSS value
of the residual rms short-term jitter, then, is = 0.3 l.trad, meeting the specified jitter requirement of 0.5 l_rad for the
2 _m LAWS system.
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2 LAWS Pointing/l'racking Study
2 l_m LAWS Pointing/Tracking Study (NAS1-19291, MSOA Task No. 15); Period of Performance: 1
January 1994 to 4 November 1994
Objective
• Identify and model major sources of short-term pointing jitter for a free-flying 2 I_m LAWS
system and evaluate pointing-jitter impact on wind-measurement performance
Study approach
Develop conceptual structural design and dynamics model for 2 I_m LAWS instrument based
on
- 2 I_m LAWS System Study results
- Assuming basic optical form, including active beam jitter stabilization, proposed in GE
Phase II LAWS Study final report
• Utilize existing dynamics model for a TRW UAB-940 spacecraft appropriately modified to
accommodate the LAWS instrument
Develop pointing controls model to evaluate jitter effects on system wind measurement
performance incorporating as principal disturbance sources
- Scan drive bearing noise
- Fast steering mirror reaction torques
- Spacecraft reaction wheels unbalance and torques
- Solar array stepping
- Boom-mounted cross-link antenna
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LAWS Pointing Requirements





Pointing angle, _, accuracy requirement to
target 30 km area = + 14 mrad
GROUND
Pointing knowledge requirement determined by
requirement that the LOS component of
spacecraft velocity errors introduced by
ephemeris or attitude fluctuations be small
compared to the desired LOSwind velocity
measurement accuracy of + 1 m/s
(AVLo S )= A(V s COSY)= Vs sin_A_
Limiting knowledge requirement when pointing
perpendicular to spacecraft velocity vector
For AVLos < - 0.25 m/s
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Sh0rt-Term Jitter Requirement Scales as Wavelength
Requirement is that receiver maintain stable pointing toward scattering volume (defined by transmit spot
diameter) during round-trip time of 5.2 msec
• Jitter effect is to reduce heterodyne mixing efficiency and consequently received SNR
Short-term jitter requirements of 0.5 grad and 1.5 grad for 2.06 pm and 9.1 pm, respectively, defined in 2 llm LAWS
System Study (Oct 93) and the GE Phase II Study Final Report (Sept 92)
• Corresponds to approximately 1/10th of the transmit beam divergence (o_ %/D)
WindSounder performance model analysis shows rms jitter values of 0.5 grad and 1.5 grad reduce mixing
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Fast Steering Mirror (FSM) Requirements
Typical spacecraft vibration levels suggest that the FSM (image motion compensator)
disturbance rejection capability at low frequencies be set at = 200 #rad
Asymptotic plot of allowed target space LOSjitter vs. frequency, using a 0.28 t.trad (lo)
jitter allocation over 5.2 msec (pulse round-trip time), a travel limit of 3300 #rad, a mirror
acceleration limit of 500 rad/sec2, and a tracking loop bandwidth of 500 Hz given by
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• If there are multiple frequencies fi, 1 = 1,...,n, with amplitudes ai, respectively, the
normalized sum shall be less than one
_ rlfi) -
i=1
where rlfi) is the requirement from the single sine sweep curve at frequency fi
• Range of travel shall be at least + 3960 grad Ilocal) with 20% margin
• The steering mirror size dictated by
- 1.33 meter aperture
- 33x magnification
- 20% margin
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2 I_m LAWS Instrument Assembly
AL]GNMENT LED SECONOARY MIRROR &
SUPPORT CYLINDER
METER ]NG STRUCTURE
[ 3 STRUTS ]
TELESCOPE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
PRIMARY OPTIC
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2 _m LAWS Instrument - Exploded Assembly
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Laser Transmitter and Receiver Assembly
Conceptual structural design based on
• 8.2 J/pulse, two-pulse burst system as defined in 21_mLAWS System Study
• Results of TRW design studies for space-based laser systems
• Manufacturers specifications or existing hardware for breadboard laser systems
Laser transmitter and receiver subsystems mounted on opposite faces
bench
• Total weight of assembly: 87 kg
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2 l_m LAWS Launch Configuration
2 pm LAWS instrument mounted on a TRW UAB-940 bus can be accommodated
mechanically on a Delta launch vehicle
F- '_-_°°'°-_ DELTA LAUI,ICH FAIRING
UAB-940 BUS
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Ix ly ,, Iz
Lbm-in 2
5.1E5 6.4E4 4.9E5
96.78 0 1.4E5 2.3E4 1.7E5
45.33 0 2.0E5 1.7E4 2.0E5
0 1.2E5 1.7E4 1.3E5
0 2.6E4 2.2E3 2.8E4
















ADS 17 NA NA
Electrical 64 29 NA NA
Thermal 196 89 NA NA
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Bearing and Power Transfer Assembly (BAPTA) Model
BAPTA model including derotator and transfer optics bench constructed based on
• Drawings included in the GE Phase I and Phase II final reports
• TRW experience with similar units
BAPTA NASTRAN FEM model description
• 259 node, 228 shell elements
• Bearings represented using CELAS2 elements and MPCs
• Housings and shafts are assumed to the titanium
• Optical bench assumed to be aluminum
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Pitch diameter: 14.6 in
Ball row separation: 10.275 in
Ball diameter: 0.875 in
Number of balls: 40





Pitch diameter: 9.75 in
Ball row separation: 0.75 in
Ball diameter: 0.375 in
Number of balls: 62





1.0 x 106 Ib/in






0.67 x 106 Ib/in
2.36 x 106 Ib/in
11.4 x 106 Ib-in/rad
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Estimated compliances between the spacecraft interface and payload interface
• x = axial direction
• Terms less than lO-,2set to zero




Fv: 1.0 Ib 0
Fz: 1.0 Ib 0
Mx: 1.0 in-lb 0
My: 1.0 in-lb 0
Mz: 1.0 in-lb 0
dy(in) dz (in) Rotx (rad) Roty (rad]
0
Rotz (rad)
0 0 0 0 0
1.34 E-6 0 0 0 -1.03 E-7
0 1.34 E-6 0 1.03 E-7 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1.03 E-7 0 1.48 E-8 0
-1.03 E-7 0 1.48 E-8
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Two flexible appendages incorporated into the LAWS on-orbit system model
• A pair of solar array wings (two 1 kW arrays)
• A space to ground link (SGL) communication antenna
Solar Array Wing ___._.
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Inboard +Y SADA point
Inboard -Y SADA point
Outboard +Y SADA point
Outboard -Y SADA point



































Telescope side of BAPTA
Spacecraft side of BAPTA
Telescope side of BAPTA
Spacecraft side of BAPTA
Derotator
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System rigid body modes
BAPTA r!gid body modes
Solar array out-of-plane bending (Sym)
Solar array out-of-plane bending (Asym)
Solar array in-plane bending (Sym)
Solar array in-plane bendin9 (Asym)
Solar array out-of-plane bending (Sym)
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Strain Energy Analysis and Passive Damping Treatment
T; W
"Problem modes" identified in control loop studies examined via strain energy analysis
Two principal modes of concern
• Solar array out-of-plane bending modes near 0.4 Hz
- Addition of passive joint damper to Solar Array Drive Assembly (SADA) reduced
effects of mode
• Telescope support structure and metering truss modes near 8.3 and 10.8 Hz
- Addition of passive damping deemed not as effective as increasing structural
stiffness
- Stiffening of both the telescope support structure and metering trusses shifted
mode frequencies to 13.6and 14.7Hz where their effect was reduced by the
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Two basic coordinate frames are used within which mechanical motion will be given
• Spacecraft frame with origin at the separation plane
• Primary Mirror (PM) frame with origin at the vertex of the PM
• All other mechanical coordinate frames are parallel to one of the above with origin
translated appropriately to the optical element or group of optical elements
Spacecraft frame with origin
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Transmit and Receive Reference Frames
TARW
St = {Xt, Yt, Zt} = transmit (or point ahead) reference
Sr = {Xr, Yr, Zr} = receive reference
Zero strain energy condition
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Definition of Transmit & Receive Pointing Errors
Motion of optical elements in transmit path will cause an equivalent (zero strain energy)
deflection of transmit pulse as defined relative to reference St
Similarly, motion of optical elements in receive path will cause error at receiver
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Primary Mirror Optical Sensitivity Coefficients
Sp denotes reference frame {Xp,Yp,Zp} with origin at the vertex of primary mirror
Rotations and deflections of the primary mirror in Sp will cause deflections of the
incoming beam at the entrance aperture of the optical bench
Optical sensitivity coefficients are defined by equivalent far-field deflections about Xt,
Yt axes (and the Xr, Yr axes) divided by the motion of the primary mirror
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Boresight Reference t.,///,./,./.,,. .,ADS (inertial)





k o = solar array stiffness
k I = Slvl metering truss stiffness
k 2 = stiffnes of Boresight Reference - PM interface
k 3 = BAPTA / Payload support interface stiffness
k 4 = Payload support to satellite bus isolation














k 5 k 6 = PM support stiffness
FSM k 7 = Xmtr/Rcvr box to payload support stiffnes
p,E//J -.4 .................... : _ Stiffness Relations
_1_ " ....... -'_= s---" _ ko<kl<k2 < k4<k3<k5<k 6
SM Truss n I I I_l i _ ADS : Angular Displacement Sensor
r I
Mixer -
1_ff_',,_:'2_,':"z__ Payload support structure
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Equivalent torque cmd quantization
Reaction wheel inertia













0.256T s Minor cycle sample period sec
Sr. Tachometer scale factor rad/cnt-sec 0.51 ! 327
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Torque Noise Examples
TRW
Torque noise examples without reaction wheel bearing friction, spin motor time
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Reaction Wheel Torque Noise
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Receiver Open Loop Jitter
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Estimated receiver open loop jitter relative to a source in inertial space from three
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Open Loop Receiver Response
Open loop receiver response with all main body loops closed and reaction wheel
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Open Loop Receiver Response- II
TRW
Open loop receiver response relative to pulse transmitted 5 ms earlier. All main body
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Open Loop Boresight Response
TRW
Open loop boresight sensor response with all main body loops closed and reaction
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Structural Transmission from Reaction Wheel
to Receiver
Transfer functions for reaction wheels to receiver relative to inertial source
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Solar Array Drive Assembly Induced Disturbances
There are two solar array wings each driven with an independent solar array drive
assembly (SADA)
Each SADA is basically a stepper with a 101:1 harmonic drive
The cardinal step is 0.015 degrees
Each SADA is commanded
ephemerides
The disturbance generated
in an open loop fashion based on the satellite and sun








Ksada = 100,000 in-lb/rad
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Open Loop Receiver Response to SADA Disturbances
Open loop receiver response to SADA disturbances relative to a transmitted pulse 5 ms
earlier
Estimated in the time domain by taking the command torque from the satellite
main body controller after bending mode filtering and allowing it to act on the
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noise described by psd
Repeatable runout: generates fun-
damental at 12 rpm plus harmonics;















Repeatable runout 0.0004" (p-p) Mechanically non-correctable 6.3 arc sec
Nonrepeatable(dr/d_) 0.0001"(p-p)/30 ° segment Ball nlismatch and race waviness 0.6 arc sec
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BAPTA Induced Disturbances
Tr W
Estimated bearing test data assumes BAPTA scan mechanism effectively tied to
ground in a test fixture. An autocollimator projects a collimated source toward a flat on
the base of the scan motor rotor. The reflected beam tracks twice the bearing error
which changes as the rotor is moved in azimuth
Taking test data to a free-free satellite LAWS payload is accomplished by putting action













Kbapt a = 1.46x108 in-lb/rad
0)scan - 2rt/5 rad/sec
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Open Loop Receiver Response to BAPTA Disturbances
Open loop receiver response to BAPTA disturbances relative to a pulse transmitted
5 ms earlier
Estimated in the time domain by taking the command torque from the satellite
main body controller after bending mode filtering and allowing it to act on the
satellite, thus bypassing the three reaction wheel models. Only the first three
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Boresight Jitter and Receive Path Control
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Time and Frequency Domain Analyses
Studies performed in three axes
Studies focus on two distinct aspects of problem
• Performance in lab setting where receiver jitter is measured for a fixed inertial
source in the lab
• Performance on orbit where the receiver jitter is actually the difference between
the receiver LOS and transmit LOS 5 msec earlier
Frequency Domain studies performed include
• Blending of IRU, ADS, and boresight FSM loop tracking mirror position to estimate
LED inertial motion
• Performance with high frequency FSM and LAFSM loops closed
• on-orbit closed loop performance estimated by taking the lab performance
estimate against an inertial source and applying weighting function representing
the time lag between the transmit and receive pulse times
103

Time and Frequency Domain Analysis (con't)
T, W
Time Domain studies demonstrate
• Open loop receiver jitter for an inertial source (excluding non-common optics)is
the sum of the open loop boresight signal and the LED inertial motion
• Consistency between the receiver open loop jitter estimates from the frequency
domain and the receiver open loop time histories
Time simulation closes the three main body loops against a flexible representation of
the payload a'nd satellite
• Main body open loop crossovers set at 0.02 Hz
• Bending filters taken from the AXAF-I Powered Flight Model provide ample gain
and phase margins on all three axes
• Scan and derotator loops closed in structural model using 2.5 Hz and 2.9 Hz
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Satellite Main Body Controller
On-Board Computer(OBC)Implementation
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The integrated Outputfrom a PII controller provides momentum commands to the
reaction wheel OBC loops
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Receiver open loop performance estimated as receiver LOS at time (t) minus
transmitter line of sight at time (t-O.O05)seconds. Reaction wheel, SADAs and the
BAPTA harmonics (n = 1,2,3) modeled. Telescope primary mirror support structure
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IRU and LED Inertial Motions (con't)
The frequency content of the motion at the IRU node projected on the Yp axis is noticeably different from the
LED motion about ¥p. Since the LED is relatively near the ADS, the LED motion over the ADS bandpass can be
combined with the optical bench to LED alignment data from the FSM bicapacitive sensor and the IRU data on
the satellite bus to estimate the LED motion from dc through the ADS bandpass. Blending filter constants,
discussed in the following Steady State Controls Analysis Section can be calibrated by measuring performance
against an inertial source.
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Single Axis Control Loop Model
";'RW
The overall fast steering mirror control loops for a single axis are shown here. The top and bottom paths at the
final summing node comprise the "open loop" disturbances consisting of the structural motion and the motion of
the boresight alignment LED, respectively. The path coming in from the left represents the control action which
attempts to null the disturbances.
The design objectives are:
• Compensate structural vibration to 500 Hz using the LED and boresight sensor with the fast steering mirror
(FSM) in the image motion compensator loop to less than 0.5 wad (rms-far field)
Compensate inertial motion down to DC using blended inertial reference unit (IRU), angular displacement
sensor (ADS) and FSM bicapacitive sensor data. Command lag angle fast steering mirror (LAFSM) to
center return beam on receiver. Maintain stability and attenuate disturbance to less than 0.5 wad (rms-far
field) within the controller bandwidth
As will be shown, the design objectives are attained with a margin of a factor of approximately 1.5 or a short-
term jitter of approximately 0.3 wad (rms-far field) when the largest expected disturbance sources--the BAPTA
or scan bearing noise, the solar array stepping and the spacecraft reaction wheel unbalance and torques--are
considered.
Cross coupling of torques applied to the FSM and LAFSM are shown in the diagram. However, these reaction
torques are expected to be several orders of magnitude less that those of the above disturbances and, therefore,
were neglected in this study.
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TRW Fast Steering Mirror Frequency Response
The frequency response of a fast steering mirror used in several TRW programs is shown here. The mirror
weight, for this application,-is estimated to be approximately 4.5 Ibs. Note the structural harmonics which appear
around 1500 Hz. These limit the performance bandwidth of the mirror. Fast steering mirrors exist which can
achieve wider bandwidths, however, the bandwidth of the mirror shown here is adequate for this application.
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Lag Angle Fast Steering Mirror (LAFSM) Compensation
T, W
The LAFSM loop compensation is a straightforward loop design problem. The gain needs to roll off before the
structural modes which occur at 1500 Hz. Integral control is used to ensure high open loop gain so that tracking is
good at low frequencies.
The loop parameters are:
I = 5.30 x 10-4 in-lb-sec2/rad
D = 15.1 x 10.3 in-lb-sec/rad
K - 14.2 in-lb/rad
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LAFSM Controller Performance
The LAFSM controller performance is shown on the facing vugraph. The performance parameters are,
considering the mirror assembly as a rigid body:
Controller order = 3
Gain margin = 7.3 dB
Phase margin - 55°
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Fast Steering Mirror (FSM) Compensation
In the FSM loop compensation design, the loop is closed around the boresight sensor which is assumed to have
a 2nd order butterworth response with a corner frequency of 500 Hz.
The loop parameters are:
I = 5.30 x 10.4 in-lb-sec2/rad
D = 15.1 x 10-3 in-lb-sec/rad
K = 14.2 in-lb/rad
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FSM Controller Performance
T; W
The FSM loop controller performance is shown on the facing vugraph. The performance parameters are,
considering the mirror assembly as a rigid body:
Controller order - 5
Gain margin = 4.1 dB
Phase margin = 50°
As with the LAFSM, the first significant parasitic modes are expected to occur at approximately 1500 Hz. The






Receiver Short-term Jitter Error Spectrum
TRW
This function represents the greatest relative excursion of a sinusoid at the given frequency within the 5.2 msec





which may easily be put in matrix differential form to ease computations of the effective rms errors.
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Angular Displacement Sensor (ADS) & Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) Frequency
Responses
The ADS is assumed to have corner frequencies of 3 Hz and 2000 Hz, and the IRU model is assumed to have a
corner frequency of 15 Hz. These are assumed characteristics but are typical of these sensors. The design is
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BAPTA Scan Drive Torque Disturbance Spectrum
Tr W
The scan drive disturbance was assumed to have a flat frequency content distributed between 1.2 and 12 Hz
with an rms value of 1.4 I_rad and harmonics at multiples of the scan frequency of 0.2 Hz falling off at the index of
the harmonics cubed, with an aggregate rms value of 14.5 llrad. These rms values are converted to in-lbs by the
stiffness of the BAPTA.
The scan drive disturbance is the most significant jitter error source considered. The PSD shown here is believed
to be conservative--the actual bearing disturbances should not exceed the magnitude or the bandwidths shown
here.
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Solar Array Drive Assembly (SADA) Drive Torque Disturbance Spectrum
For this disturbance, the solar array drive is assumed to be stepped at 0.015 degree increments to achieve 360°
during the orbital period leading to a sawtooth error disturbance with the fundamental harmonic at 4.2 Hz
Seven harmonics are modeled as significant. Slight damping was added to the harmonics to ease computations
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Reaction Wheel Torque Disturbance Spectrum
TRW
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Structural Responses Due to Scan Bearing Disturbances
Tr W
The X-axis structural response at various structural nodes resulting from the X-axis scan bearing disturbance are
shown here. The finite element dynamics model includes modes only up to 100 Hz, as evident in the response
curves. This, however, is where most of the strain energy is concentrated.
Note that the disturbance at the IRU node is much less observable than the disturbances at the other sensor
nodes. This means that, at low frequencies, the IRU is relatively insensitive to LED motions in inertial space. It
is necessary to blend boresight sensor data derived from the bicapacitive sensors of the FSM mirror when the
loop is closed with the inertial data.
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Blending Filter Block Diagram
Tr W
Inertial sensor data from the spacecraft IRU and the ADS at the boresight sensor source (LED) must be blended
with the relative motion data between the LED and the boresight sensor for the FSM loop closure. The blending
filter architecture used is shown below.
The boresight sensor/LED ensemble corrects for the relative motion of the structure. In order to correct for the
inertial motion, we need to estimate what the LED displacements are. The ADS provides information down to 3
Hz. The IRU provides low frequency information at the IRU/ocation. The FSM mirror position provides the link
between the ADS and IRU.
The filter gain may be selected by a variety of methods. An Hoodesign technique was initially investigated since
it does not constrain the input noise spectrum. The Hoois best used when significant components of the input
noise are localized in frequencies separated from the dominant plant response band.
In this case, however, the dominant error contributor is a plant structural mode at 13 Hz excited by the flat
















The IRU and ADS sensors both provide information that can be unobservable at any of the other sensors.
Therefore, the approach used to obtain the estimator was to use these measurements directly, and then to use
only the boresight sensor information and the combined IRU plus ADS data to estimate the residual LED motion.
A comparison of the frequency responses for the X-axis scan bearing disturbance for these three sensors and
the LED motion to be estimated is shown on this vugraph. A reduced order structural model in which all modes
except the dominant 13 Hz payload mode was suppressed was used for the estimator optimization. All the
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X-Axis Blending Filter Responses
Tr W
The two blending filter responses, F1 for the IRU-ADS sum and F2 for the boresight sensor, are shown below.
The filter, F1, blends the IRU and ADS data to produce a smoothly varying response across all frequencies and
the filter, F2, acts upon the boresight sensor data to produce an estimate of the structural motion between these
two nodes. As desired, the responses fall off above approximately 20 Hz.
All sensor measurements are combined into the same filter design algorithm because any single measurement
has non-minimum phase characteristics (right-half plane zeroes) due to the structural model that would limit the
performance of any single measurement estimator.
For the filter design, the FSM loop and LAFSM loop were treated as unity gains. As indicated in the control loop
diagram at the beginning of this section, the actual quantities used in the filter are then effectively the IRU-ADS
sum and boresight sensor data.
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Single Axis Open & Closed LoopJitter Spectrum (X-Axis)
T, W
The X-axis far-field jitter spectrum is shown below with the fast steering mirror loop both open and closed. The
open loop jitter is shown by the dashed curve, and the closed loop response is shown by the solid curve. The
disturbances about all three of the spacecraft axes (as appropriate) from the scan bearing, the reaction wheels
and the solar array stepping are included.
As indicated on the figure, the open loop rms jitter is 2.4 l_rad and the residual short-term rms jitter when the FSM
loop is closed is =0.2 l_rad.
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Scan Bearing Induced Jitter Contributions
The dominant X-axis jitter source for the entire system is seen to be the 13 Hz disturbance excited by the scan
bearing broad band disturbance about the x-axis. This disturbance is the most significant contributor to the
overall jitter. As before, the open loop response is shown by the dashed curves and the closed loop residual jitter
is shown by the solid curves. The closed loop residual rms jitter is reduced by approximately an order of
magnitude below the open loop response.
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SADA Induced Jitter Contributions
The open (dashed curve) and closed (solid curve) loop X-axis jitter resulting from solar array-induced
disturbances at both the +Y and 'Y locations are shown here. On the diagram, the closed loop jitter appears to be
worse than the open loop response. At the dominant mode near 13 Hz, the closed loop performance is improved
over the open loop. and this is where the major jitter contribution is concentrated. The integrated closed-loop
performance is improved over the open-loop performance by approximately a factor of two as indicated by the
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Reaction Wheel Induced Jitter Contributions
Tr W
As with the previous two vugraphs, the open and closed loop X-axis jitter contributions are shown for
disturbances about the X, Y, and Z spacecraft axes. The rms jitter contributions from the reaction wheels are
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Single Axis Open & Closed LoopJitter Spectrum (Y-Axis)
The Y-axis far-field jitter spectrum is shown below with the fast steering mirror loop both open and closed. As
on the previous vugraph, the open loop jitter is shown by the dashed curve, and the closed loop response is
shown by the solid curve. The disturbances about all three of the spacecraft axes (as appropriate) from the scan
bearing, the reaction wheels and the solar array stepping are again included.
The Y-axis jitter, both open and closed loop, is less than the short-term jitter about the X-axis. As indicated on
the figure, the open loop rms jitter is = 0.5 wad and the residual short-term rms jitter when the FSM loop is closed
is = 0.2 wad.
The RSS value of the residual rms short-term jitter, then, is = 0.3 wad, meeting the specified jitter requirement for




















A conceptual, but detailed, structural model of the 2 Ilm LAWS instrument assembly, which conforms to the de-
sign parameters derived in the 2 [LZmLAWS System Study (6 October 1993), was developed and used to construct
a finite element dynamics model. This was merged with an existing dynamics model for a TRW UAB-940
spacecraft and used to investigate the short-term jitter performance of the solid state LAWS
payload/spacecraft system in a realistic spacecraft environment.
Disturbance sources included in the analysis were the bearing and power train assembly (BAPTA) or scan
bearing noise, spacecraft reaction wheels unbalance and torques, and solar array stepping torques. The scan
bearing noise was found to dominate the other disturbances.
A fast steering mirror control loop system was designed to provide for the short-term jitter control and its
performance analyzed subjected to the above disturbance environment. The performance analysis shows that
the short-term jitter over the 5.2 msec pulse round-trip time can be controlled to within approximately 0.3 I_rad
rms. This is within the short-term jitter requirement of _<0.5 l_rad rms defined in the 21_mLAWS System Study
required to yield a S/N loss < 0.3 dB.
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